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Let’s fission atom!
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Website: www.atomeromu.hu
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Nuclear fission and
chain reaction

Fermi and his fellow-workers got
at the artificial radioactive elements (isotopes) and at the transuraniums (elements with atomic
number higher than uranium)
during irradiation of atoms with
neutron during studying beta
decay (one kind of decay of radioactive elements). The method
for deceleration (retardation) of
neutrons was discovered by Fermi and Pontecorvo during their
experiments.
In 1938 Fermi was awarded the
Nobel Prize in Physics for detecting existence of new radioactive
elements generated by neutronirradiation and for the related
discovery of nuclear reactions
induced by slow neutrons. In fact,
the “nuclear fission” term originally comes from Lise Meitner
who provided a theoretical explanation to the first nuclear fission which was generated by her
colleague Otto Hahn in 1938 with
the help of his fellow-worker Fritz
Strassmann.

Chain reaction

99,3% of the natural uranium is
presented by U238 isotope, while
its 0,7% is isotope 235. The 238U
very rarely fissions, the fission of
the 235U is much more significant
from practical aspect: determinant majority of nuclear reactors
operating nowadays utilize this
nuclear reaction.
If the atomic nucleus of a fissile
element with high mass number
at the end of the periodical table
(the 235U in the case of reactors
of Paks) is hit by a neutron with
sufficient energy, then it gets
into excited state, its shape elongates, then it fissions into two
mid-weight atomic nuclei. This
phenomenon is called nuclear fission. At the moment of fission, in
addition to energy release, 2-3
free neutrons are also generated
which, after reduction of their energy, are capable of performing
new fissions.

The energy released during nuclear fission dominantly appears
as kinetic energy of pieces of the
atomic nucleus decomposed (fission products) and in the form
of electromagnetic radiation,
respectively. The fission products are slowed down at a very
short distance and heat up the
environment surrounding them
with their released energy, in this
case the environment means water circulating in the reactor, that
is, the kinetic energy passes into
thermal energy.

The main idea of the chain reaction is that neutrons generated
during fission of 235U nuclei perform fission of other 235U nuclei,
consequently the process becomes self-sustaining. The idea
of nuclear chain reaction was proposed by Leó Szilárd at the first
time, he patented his idea in 1936.
During fission of 235U, neutrons
with high energy leave the nucleus
and there is a very low probability
that they generate new atomic
fission. Therefore, fast neutrons
shall be slowed down with the help
of neutron deceleration agents
(moderators) so that there is a
high probability that they generate new fissions. Hydrogen (H2O,
in the form of light water), deuterium (D2O, in the form of heavy
water), coal (C, in the form of
graphite) and beryllium (Be) can
be used as moderator. Water is
the most widely used moderator
among those mentioned above.
In the case of small quantity of
fissile material, dominant majority of neutrons generated during
fissions escape from the material
without causing fission. Enhancing the quantity, the number of
neutrons causing fission reaches
the value necessary for self-sus-

taining chain reaction. In the
case of fuel assemblies used in
the Paks Nuclear Power Plant, at
least 7 pieces are necessary for
self-sustaining chain reaction in
clean water; their arrangement
is the same as the form in the
reactor. In a fully loaded reactor
there are 349 fuel assemblies,
uranium-dioxide charge of which
is totally approx. 44,4 t. One fuel
assembly contains a uranium-dioxide quantity of 127,2 kg.
The number of neutrons in the
reactor shall be controlled since
the number of atomic fissions
and consequently the energy
release, as well, depends on the
quantity of neutrons. To regulate the chain reaction, neutron
absorber materials (cadmium
and boron) are used. The boron
steel control rods containing the

neutron absorber material (37
pieces of which are installed per
reactor in the Paks NPP) can be
lowered among fissile material
and removed from there, respectively, regulating in such a way
the number of neutrons generating atomic fission. In order to
decrease energy release in the
reactor, the control rods shall
be pushed into the active core of
the reactor, since they absorb a
part of neutrons just being about
to cause fission, consequently
the number of atomic nuclei decomposed decreases, therefore
also the power of the reactor decreases. To increase the power
more neutrons are necessary
that is the neutron absorbing
rods shall be pulled out. The control rods are mainly needed for
immediate intervention and for
shut-down of the reactor.
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